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ABSTRACT
In many domains, strategic knowledge is documented and shared through checklists and handbooks. In software engineering, however, developers rarely share strategic knowledge for approaching programming problems, in contrast to other artifacts and despite its importance to productivity and success. To understand barriers to sharing, we simulated a programming strategy knowledge-sharing platform, asking experienced developers to articulate a programming strategy and others to use these strategies while providing feedback. Throughout, we asked strategy authors and users to reflect on the challenges they faced. Our analysis revealed that developers could share strategic knowledge. However, they struggled in choosing a level of detail and understanding the diversity of the potential audience. While authors required substantial feedback, users struggled to give it and authors to interpret it. Our results suggest that sharing strategic knowledge differs from sharing code and raises challenging questions about how knowledge-sharing platforms should support search and feedback.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Programming is hard. Programming languages can be difficult to learn [33]; APIs require immense domain knowledge to master [49], tools often pose steep learning curves [32], and developers regularly encounter novel problems which they must understand and solve creatively. And while new ways to address these challenges are constantly created (e.g., Stack Overflow answers to fill gaps in documentation and share reusable design patterns [29], YouTube videos that teach new coding technologies [36], online communities that offer mutual support [52]), new technologies result in an endless set of new problems for developers to solve.

Because of this problem-solving burden, one form of programming knowledge is essential to developer success and productivity: programming strategies. Prior work defines strategic knowledge in programming as any high-level plan for accomplishing a programming task, describing a series of steps or actions to accomplish a goal [24]. For example, consider the two strategies shown in Figure 1, which include step-by-step approaches to debugging the source of a wrong value or conducting a code review. In this paper, we define the term programming strategy broadly, encompassing problem solving strategies which may differ along a number dimensions: their length, completeness, level of detail, and generality. Strategies may be very specific to a particular programming tool or technology, explaining how to use it effectively, or offer very general approaches to solving problems across many tools and technologies. Strategies often require prior knowledge to use, and may differ in how much knowledge is already assumed and how much is explained within the strategy itself.

Research suggests that "experts seem to acquire a collection of strategies for performing programming tasks" like these over time and that strategies "determine success more than does the programmer’s available knowledge" [17]. Recent studies have confirmed this, demonstrating that when developers are given explicit programming strategies that are known to be effective, the effectiveness of their work increases by making them more systematic and efficient [23, 24].

Many disciplines outside of software engineering have found ways of externalizing and sharing strategic knowledge to achieve such benefits. For instance, the Civil Engineering Handbook [9] describes numerous methods that frame civil engineering skills and provides examples of how to apply them to solve problems in the domain. Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) externalize and share...
Strategy 1: Fault Localization
1. Locate the lines that could have produced the wrong faulty value.
2. Check each line for errors or faulty values: check if the line is executed using a logging statement or a breakpoint.
3. If the line is defective and incorrectly compute the value, then you found the defect.
4. If the line itself was not defective, check the values it used to execute.
5. If there is a new faulty value corresponding to the current line, repeat steps 1-4 with the new faulty value until there are no more faulty values to look at.
6. If you haven’t found your defective line, you might’ve made a mistake! Check your work and start over.

Strategy 2: Code Review
1. Look at each line of code contributed.
2. If the line is removed, verify why the line is removed.
3. If the line does not have a clear reason to be removed, ask why. Use the contributor’s response to decide whether to keep the line.
4. Otherwise, if the line is added, check its style, documentation, logic.
5. If the added line has style or documentation issues or if there is an obvious bug, constructively comment on how the contributor can improve.
6. Next, verify that contribution is rigorously tested by using the software or looking at code coverage statistics.
7. If there is a defect or a lack of tests, constructively comment on how the coder can improve.
8. Finally, comment on what you think that the contributor did well on.

Figure 1: Examples of informal, explicit programming strategies for localizing a defect and performing a code review. Such strategies are rarely shared by developers online, even though they can be crucial to successful, productive programming.

Knowledge, formalizing complex operations in military, health, and safety settings such as landing a plane or repairing a nuclear power plant [54]. SOPs offer step-by-step instructions, supporting users to be more efficient by preventing errors and regulating individual, team, and organizational behavior. Similarly, Gawande’s Checklist Manifesto [15] argues that checklists of actions and states to verify help secure against medical errors, reduce complexity, and enhance performance in medical and surgical procedures. Through these various forms of strategic knowledge, users in many domains benefit from explicit sharing of methods to solve common problems, structuring their work by providing them reminders, guidance, and evidence-based methods for solving problems.

In software engineering, however, strategic programming knowledge remains largely inaccessible. Prior work suggests that it is largely gained through extensive experience or direct instruction [37]. And while modern software development is inherently social — with developers asking and answering questions on Stack Overflow [21, 30], sharing knowledge and expertise through social media, portals, and online chat [3, 8, 34, 44, 46], and attending social gatherings to exchange career and technical knowledge [8, 43, 44] — there is little evidence that developers share their strategic knowledge like the kind in Figure 1 in these settings. Rather, most platforms and communities focus on sharing code examples [21, 29, 50], knowledge on how to maintain, configure, or troubleshoot broader IT issues [1, 2], and tutorials that teach new technologies [36]. Such sharing has empowered developers to construct programs, but offers little guidance on how to orchestrate the problem solving that arises in the process of this construction, such as testing, debugging, program comprehension, and design.

One possible reason for the lack of sharing is that strategic knowledge might be tacit, in that it is situated, only effectively learned in context, and challenging to articulate explicitly to others [38]. If strategic knowledge in programming is tacit, developers may know how to solve various problems, but only when they enact that knowledge and not in a form that they can articulate and share. However, it is also possible that strategic knowledge is not tacit: prior work suggests that effective programming is a self-regulated, highly conscious activity [28, 39], suggesting it may be possible for experienced developers to articulate their problem-solving strategies. Moreover, some software development methodologies encode strategic knowledge explicitly. For example, practices such as test-driven development [6] provide relatively explicit problem-solving steps, demonstrating that, with effort, problem-solving processes might be able to be made explicit. Software developers who have such knowledge may just not think to share their knowledge, or know how or where to share it.

In this paper, we investigate why developers might struggle to share strategic knowledge. We hypothesize this knowledge is not tacit and can be articulated, but that there may be other barriers to writing and sharing strategies that prior work has not yet uncovered. Specifically, we examine:

- RQ1: What challenges do developers experience in explicitly articulating strategies?
- RQ2: When developers make use of explicit strategies written by others, what challenges do they face?
• RQ3: When experienced developers receive feedback from users of their strategies, what challenges do they face in improving their strategies?

To answer these questions, we simulated a programming strategy knowledge-sharing platform with 34 developers. Experienced developers were asked to articulate strategies, other developers used these strategies on programming tasks and provided feedback, and authors attempted to use the feedback and reflected on how they might revise their strategy in response. In the rest of this paper, we further ground our research questions in prior work, then describe our method, analysis, and results in detail. We end with a discussion of the implications for supporting the sharing of programming strategies.

We found that it is possible for experienced developers to share their programming strategies explicitly. Strategies varied greatly in detail, from high-level descriptions of processes captured in a few lines to elaborate procedures containing multiple sub-strategies focused on separate sub-goals. Authors experienced challenges generalizing their strategies to cover variation in strategy users’ expertise, mirroring challenges by users. Strategy authors found the feedback they received from users helpful in improving their strategy, particularly in helping highlight expert blind spots. These results illustrate the potential for sharing strategic programming knowledge to harness the knowledge of experienced developers.

## 2 BACKGROUND

Social scientists studying the nature of knowledge sharing identify two forms of knowledge: tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge. Tacit knowledge is implicit, acquired from experience, and constitutes expertise. Explicit knowledge, in contrast, is easily transferred through written or natural language. While explicit knowledge can be easily articulated and communicated, tacit knowledge is not easily shared [53], and if it is, is costly and slow to externalize [18, 48]. Yet, at the same time, there is increasing evidence that tacit knowledge is an "important strategic resource that assists in accomplishing a task" [55]. Eliciting experts’ tacit knowledge helps novices to increase knowledge and competence faster. Moreover, in organizational contexts, experts who leave an organization may result in knowledge loss that is costly and time-consuming, or impossible, to replace [26], which might be reduced by eliciting more tacit knowledge.

Studies of knowledge sharing in software engineering illustrate the widely varied difficulties which may occur in sharing software engineering knowledge. Design patterns are pervasive in code, but still require considerable effort to organize, describe, and disseminate (e.g., [14]). Architectural styles are common but implicit and take effort to identify, name, and describe [5, 11, 42]. As software teams generate knowledge, internal tools are often required to help developers externalize, organize, and share knowledge to facilitate collaboration and coordination [22]. In contrast to these more abstract embodiments of knowledge, sharing artifacts such as code and tutorials appears to be much easier [3, 35, 40, 46, 51]. The ubiquity of sharing on Stack Overflow [21, 30] and social media like Yammer, blogs, LinkedIn, and Twitter [8, 44, 46] reinforce general findings on knowledge sharing: when knowledge is explicit, it will be shared easily and widely.

Programming strategies are a central component of programming expertise [4, 17, 27]. Strategies can express a process to decide when to reuse code [47] as well as approaches to debugging (e.g., backwards or forwards reasoning, input manipulation, and intuition) [7]. Having an effective programming strategy can have more of an impact on task success than a programmer’s knowledge of plans, design patterns, or other expertise [17, 24]. Using effective programming strategies may increase task success, reduce task time, and allow developers to work in a more systematic and structured manner [24]. Slicing strategies enable developers to better understand the problem [12] while also improving fault localization [10]. Teaching novice programmers a strategy to trace program execution improves comprehension [57]. Programming strategies can be represented in an explicit form and taught to novice developers [23, 37], offering an area of opportunity to explore knowledge sharing through programming strategies.

Closely related to programming strategies are programming plans. Soloway and Ehrlich’s 1984 work defined programming plans as “program fragments that represent stereotypical action sequences in programming” [45]. Unlike programming strategies, which describe actions a developer will take, such as retrieving some information, making a decision, or configuring a tool, a programming plan captures abstract patterns of computation that may be found embodied in code (e.g., iterate over a collection). Much work has investigated programming plans, showing that they shape developers’ programs independent of language [19] and that learning them is dependent on a robust understanding of a language’s semantics [56]. Programming plans are specifically concerned with algorithm composition and design, and not with procedures for solving the many varied problems that arise in software engineering.

## 3 METHOD

In this paper, we investigate fundamental questions about the potential to share strategic programming knowledge. We examine the ability of experienced developers to write and express strategies explicitly, the challenges developers face in making use of these strategies, and the prospects for improving expressed strategies through feedback. To answer these questions, we conducted a study in which we simulated a knowledge-sharing platform. Experienced developers authored strategies, and less experienced developers used these strategies to complete programming tasks. Our study consisted of three phases. In the first phase, the first group, which we will call authors, each wrote a strategy for a task. In the second phase, the second group, which we will call users, each tested two of the authored strategies on two different tasks and provided feedback and comments. In the third phase, each author received the comments and feedback from the two users and was asked to elaborate on challenges in addressing the feedback. Our study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of both of our universities. Our replication package, including all of the study materials as well as the anonymously collected data, is publicly available.¹

¹https://zenodo.org/record/5497775#.YToILtNKhTY
3.1 Tasks
In selecting tasks, we had several objectives. We needed the tasks to be familiar, so that experienced developers would be able to write strategies for them. Simultaneously, we needed the approaches for succeeding to be variable enough to observe a diversity of strategies. One approach to investigating strategy authoring would be to ask developers to write down a strategy of their choice. However, this might make it challenging to identify strategy users who would need this strategy and who had the appropriate expertise and limits the ability to compare alternative strategies for the same task. Therefore, we selected tasks for which we believed authors could write strategies and for which we could identify relevant users and contexts. We sought tasks which were neither too hard, given the limited time available to participants, or too easy, obviating a strategy's need.

We conducted nine pilot study sessions with five candidate tasks. In the pilots we asked them about the difficulties they faced about the task itself and the nature of authoring. We converged toward three tasks embodying common front-end web development activities: 1) Chrome Profiler: using the Chrome Profiler to improve a website’s performance and identify the components responsible for slow performance; 2) Error Handling: verifying the robustness of error handling logic in a front-end web application; 3) CSS Debugging: debugging an arbitrary CSS problem on a web page with an incorrect visual style element. We also conducted three pilot study sessions to refine the testing phase.

Asking developers to use each strategy on authentic tasks of their own would have been ideal. However, finding developers at the moment they were encountering these problems in a real context proved infeasible. Therefore, we instead developed three programming tasks in which users could apply authored strategies. In the Chrome Profiler task, we downloaded a JavaScript application with performance issues involving moving images and buttons for adding, removing, and stopping moving images. Users used an explicit strategy to determine the cause of the performance issue and how to resolve it. In the Error Handling task, we developed a JavaScript application containing several errors that could occur. The users used an explicit strategy to identify potential errors that might occur and ensure that each of these error conditions was handled appropriately. In the CSS Debugging task, we developed a front-end web application with several visual style defects, including an incorrect header color, wrong border color, and incorrect background color for buttons. Users used an explicit strategy to find the causes of the defects.

3.2 Strategy Description Notation
There are many forms in which authors might share their strategic programming knowledge. We considered an unstructured natural language, a natural language with hierarchical bulleted lists (as shown in Figure 1), and other formats. We introduced a structured strategy writing language, Roboto [24], to help authors make their strategies as explicit as possible. Roboto is primarily a natural language, but includes simple control flow constructs such as conditionals and loops to help strategy users to be more systematic and comprehensive. We suggested it as a guideline for authors to organize their thoughts and communicate more precisely to strategy users.

![Figure 2: An explicit representation of a programming strategy guiding a developer’s manual work to localize a defect](image-url)

In this study, and participants were free to use the approach of their choice.

Figure 2 lists an example Roboto strategy, illustrating how to localize a defect by following data dependencies. Strategies consist of statements describing what the developer should do next. These include performing a specified action, gathering information, or making a decision about how to proceed. Statements in Roboto can be one of six forms: Action, Definition, Conditional, Loop, Return, or Call [24]. Additional details about each statement can be included through comments, indicated with a hash symbol before a statement. Strategies may also include preconditions for using the strategy, listed before the strategy declaration. Preconditions describe the knowledge or familiarity a user should have with technologies, resources, languages, tools, environments, and platforms.

3.3 Participants
To recruit participants to author strategies, we sought developers with at least three years of experience in front-end web development in any technology stack. We recruited alumni of our institutions’ working as professional web developers. We required author participants to be familiar with at least one of the three tasks by self-evaluating their expertise with each task to decide if they were qualified to author a strategy. Twelve invited authors did not consider themselves qualified and withdrew from the study, reporting that they had insufficient familiarity with front-end web development, insufficient experience and confidence to write strategies, or insufficient time.

To recruit strategy users, we sought developers with a diverse range of programming experience to understand the range of possible difficulties developers with different skills might face in using a strategy. We required users to be at least 18 years old and be familiar with front-end web development technologies, including JavaScript, HTML, and CSS. We recruited users from the alumni of authors’ institutions and graduate students in computer science and software engineering at both institutions.

We collected demographic data from both the authors and users about their prior industrial software and web development expertise, the number of software and web applications they had worked on, and the largest or most complex application they had developed. In addition, we asked them to describe their programming and work experience in a few sentences as well as include a link to any professional profile they might have (e.g., LinkedIn, GitHub.)

Participants included 19 authors (identified as A1-A19) and 15 users (identified as U1-U15). Authors ranged from 3 to 48 years of experience. We did not require strict conformance to Roboto notation in this study, and participants were free to use the approach of their choice.
experience in software or web application development (median 9 years). We asked participants to separately report the number of web-based applications and software applications they had developed. They reported having developed between 0 and 1,000 software applications (median 10) and 2 to 40 web applications (median 7). Authors worked in varying roles, including senior software developer and software architect positions, with diverse expertise in technologies such as full-stack web development, data visualization, educational games, network monitoring, and virtual reality. Users ranged from 6 months to 9 years of programming experience, with a median of 3 years.

### 3.4 Data

At the end of each phase of the study, we collected survey responses. After authoring a strategy in phase one, authors completed a survey about the difficulties they faced. To prompt authors to reflect on specific difficulties and help them recall their experiences, we brainstormed potential difficulties. Authors rated their level of agreement with seven potential difficulties (collected from the pilot study) on a 5-point scale and then briefly described their experiences with each. These included translating their thoughts into words, making the strategy understandable for novices, deciding when the strategy has covered all scenarios and edge cases, the effort and time required, concentrating on the task, and using Roboto and the authoring guidelines. The given prompts are shown in Table 1. Authors were then prompted to share any other difficulties they experienced.

After finishing using each of the two strategies in phase two, we asked strategy users to consider five questions about their experiences. We asked what made the strategy challenging to use in general or for a specific step, aspects of the strategy the user believed were missing, additional information or details which would make it easier to follow, aspects which made it confusing or ambiguous, and any additional challenges they faced.

In the third phase, we sent strategy users’ comments and feedback to each strategy’s author. Because each strategy was used with two users, each author received two sets of responses. For each comment in each user’s response, we asked authors to describe the extent to which it was understandable, what might make it hard to address, what might have led them to have not initially addressed it when authoring the strategy and forgot to consider.

### 3.5 Procedure

The study consisted of three phases and was conducted entirely asynchronously and remotely, through email and dedicated web pages per phase. We selected this design to reflect the future context in which we expect strategy sharing to occur as well as to best accommodate the schedules of experienced developers. Figure 3 overviews each phase of the study and part of the study process we conducted for a CSS-Debugging task.

#### 3.5.1 Phase One: Authoring Strategies

After agreeing to participate and selecting one of the three tasks, authors started the study by reading a tutorial about programming strategies, illustrating a strategy for lifting up state in React. They then completed a tutorial explaining the syntax of the strategy description language Roboto. To help them understand how to write strategies, the authors read several guidelines for authoring strategies. The guidelines suggested defining the strategy step by step; describing required tools, environments, and knowledge; using comments to elaborate; avoiding wasted work; including explicit restarts and rationale; and encouraging strategy user externalization.

Authors next received their selected task and wrote their strategy in a text editor panel. If authors had difficulties completing the task, they were encouraged to email the experimenters for clarification. Immediately to the right of the strategy editor panel, the authors could view a sample Roboto strategy. We believed an example would help authors recall the language syntax, if they chose to use it. To give the authors flexibility in how to express their strategy, we did not apply any syntax checking or highlighting in the text editor panel. After finishing their strategy, authors then completed a survey on the difficulties they faced and completed the demographic items. Authors had one week to complete phase one, with a series of reminders and extensions given on days 5, 7, and 12.

#### 3.5.2 Phase Two: Using Strategies

After agreeing to participate, users read an introduction to programming strategies and completed the same Roboto tutorial as authors. Users then used two different strategies written by authors on programming tasks. For each task, users read a description of the task and one of the authored strategies. Users received a link to an online IDE configured with the code for the task as well as the task description. The users were then asked to complete the task using the strategy step by step. Users then completed several survey items about the challenges they faced in using the strategy. These included: what made it challenging, confusing, or ambiguous to work with the strategy; what is missing; and what additional information, details, or features would make it easier to follow. Finally, we asked users to describe any other challenges they faced. After completing the first task, users then used a second strategy to complete a second task and again completed the survey items on its challenges. Finally, users completed the demographic items. The users had four days to complete and submit phase two, with a series of reminders and extensions given on days 3, 4, and 9. If they did not complete the task and survey after day 10, we dropped them from the study.

After each user submitted their feedback, one of the experimenters read it. If it was unclear, the experimenter asked follow-up clarification questions through a shared document containing the author’s strategy and their feedback. Multiple rounds of follow-up communication were conducted until the experimenters entirely understood the user responses. Users who completed the study received a $30 Amazon gift card.

#### 3.5.3 Phase Three: Revising Strategies

In phase 3, users’ responses on the challenges they faced with using a strategy were sent to the corresponding strategy author. Responses were sent using a shared document. Each user response was followed by three survey questions for the author: (1) Does this comment make sense to you; why or why not? (2) What, if anything, makes this comment hard to address? (3) Was there an aspect related to this comment of your strategy, which you forgot to consider; what made it hard to consider? Authors who completed the study received a $40 Amazon gift card.
3.6 Analysis

Our analysis focused on answering three research questions. First, as developers articulated their strategies, we examined the difficulties they faced (RQ1). Second, as other developers used these strategies on defined related programming tasks, we examined the challenges that strategy users experienced (RQ2). Third, based on the feedback strategy authors received from users, we examined the potential challenges authors experienced in using feedback to improve their strategies (RQ3).

In analyzing participants’ descriptive responses to the survey prompts, we first extracted any difficulties they explained separately from the question topic. To reduce potential priming effects of the question prompts on the results, we ignored the prompts’ topic in our analysis. Responses to Likert scale items in the first phase were therefore resolved by agreeing upon scoping. During this process, the three paper authors first compared the individually generated codes to determine if they agreed on a programming task (Phase 2), and comment on making strategy revisions (Phase 3).

This process was conducted for all three phases of the study.

(excluding the prompts) for qualitative analysis [41]. In the first round of qualitative coding, three authors separately read each of the responses and inductively generated codes. The three paper authors separately identified difficulties, creating codes with a brief description. The three paper authors then individually labeled each response with zero or more codes. To aggregate these codes, the paper authors first compared the individually generated codes to identify codes with the same definition, adding them to the code book under a unique label. The three authors compared the codes, discussed instances of disagreement, and reached agreement by either adding or removing the code from the code book. Disagreements largely stemmed from variation in how to scope codes, and not in the meaning of author or user statements; disagreements were therefore resolved by agreeing upon scoping. During this process, all remaining codes were found to convey unique challenges participants experienced and were added to the code book. Using the final code book, the authors then coded the responses in a second round. The authors then applied pattern coding to the final codes [31], which groups codes into several broader categories.

Figure 3: Participants in the three study phases were given web-based materials to author strategies (Phase 1), use strategies on a programming task (Phase 2), and comment on making strategy revisions (Phase 3).
Figure 4: An Error Handling strategy authored by A11 and used by U10 and U11.

4 RESULTS
Overall, we found that all 19 strategy authors were able to author an explicit strategy for the task they selected. Strategies varied in length from 4 lines to 78 lines, with a median length of 34 lines.

Strategies consisted of five main elements: specifying the knowledge and tools necessary to use the strategy, enumerating potential issues to investigate, determining if the issue applies to the situation at hand, offering a solution plan for addressing the issue, and applying it to edit the code. Strategies varied in how many of these they included. For example, Figure 4 lists a strategy written by A11 explaining how to handle errors. The first few lines (gray text) specify the required tools, environment, and knowledge that a user needs to use the strategy. The strategy is organized into multiple sub-strategies (each beginning with the strategy keyword in blue text) describing how to accomplish specific sub-goals. At the beginning of the first, “IdentifyAndHandleErrors,” the user is asked to record potential errors in a collection variable, after first following the “IdentifyErrors” strategy to enumerate errors. Working through each potential error, the user is then asked to apply “HandleError”. The user then determines if each of a set of specific issues may apply, with specific actions to take to resolve each issue.

In the following sections, we report challenges in sharing strategic programming knowledge, focusing on the challenges experienced by authors in making strategic programming knowledge explicit, the challenges experienced by users in using this knowledge to complete programming tasks, and the challenges experienced by authors in using feedback from users to improve their strategies.

4.1 RQ1: Challenges Authoring Strategies
To understand the difficulties authors faced in explicitly expressing their strategic knowledge, we analyzed the free responses given by authors in phase one to prompts to reflect on the authoring challenges they faced. We received 144 free responses, which included responses from each of the 19 authors to the 7 prompts as well as 11 responses to the other difficulties prompt.

The ordinal-scale agreement responses to the prompts are shown in Table 1. Most authors agreed that the strategy writing guidelines were helpful and that writing strategies took substantial concentration, effort, and energy. Responses to the remaining prompts were more varied, reflecting differences between authors in what they found to be challenging.

Through an analysis of authors’ free responses, we identified 22 challenges in authoring explicit strategies, organized into five categories: finding the right scope, approaching writing a strategy, using the Roboto strategy language, the effort required, and taking the user’s perspective. We discuss each in the following subsections.

4.1.1 Finding the right scope. Strategy authors reported six challenges in finding the right scope for their strategy (Table 2). Some found it difficult to be neither too general nor too specific. Others reported difficulties imagining the range of scenarios it should cover and not forgetting steps that might have become habitual and tacit for them. Other challenges included writing a strategy to address the large and complex problems that might be encountered and how to test that a strategy works in all cases. Authors also expressed challenges with writing the strategy to be flexible and appropriately respond to new information, which users might uncover while executing the strategy. We report two particularly interesting difficulties below.

Generalization. Authors mainly reported concerns that strategies could become too general to be helpful or too specific to be relevant to the the wide range of tasks and situations that might occur. These challenges were reflected in the widely varying level of detail authors chose to include in their strategies. For instance, Figure 5 lists a strategy where A8 included a number of details and handled several edge cases. Based on their experience, they reported:

“Some edge cases is hard to include in a strategy as a general recipe. Also, sometimes you need to show a demo or some sort of an example to make your point.” (A8)

Others reported that choosing a specific domain could reduce these difficulties. As many tools, languages, frameworks, and technologies vary across contexts, specifying a narrower context might simplify the difficulty in generalizing across contexts.

Testing. Few authors reported challenges testing that their strategy worked well in all possible cases:

“It's hard to know how one would safely conclude they’ve tested for all possible errors.” (A11)

Authors suggested that including a program to test their strategy might help identify missing steps, conditions, and details.

4.1.2 Effort required. Most of the authors reported that strategies were hard to write because of the time and effort required (Table 2). Some felt that creating a written strategy was more time consuming than verbal communication, while others found the required intense focus and concentration challenging. Authors varied in their response to this challenge, with one reporting that this work was inherently boring while many others reported finding it exciting.
4.1.4 How to approach writing a strategy. Authors expressed challenges with the cognitive process of explicitly articulating their knowledge, demonstrating the strategy to users without the use of external resources or aids, determining how to effectively frame solving the problem, and explaining choices between alternative approaches (Table 2). Two were particularly revealing.

**Level of detail.** Some authors found it hard to find and express the strategy with the right amount of detail for the level of user expertise. This mirrors substantial differences between strategies in the level of detail they included. Some posed the challenge as balancing brevity and detail:

“To make the description easy to follow and understand, I’d probably be leaving out a lot of edge cases and essential information.” (A11)

Others wished for examples to guide them in understanding the appropriate level of detail needed for different users:

“More examples targeted at various expertise levels would help.” (A9)

4.1.5 Using a strategy description notation. While authors were not required to follow the strategy description notation’s syntax, most tried to use it, and some found this difficult (Table 2). One reported that, just as with learning a new programming language, its novelty made it hard to learn within a limited time. Many reported that the incompleteness of the language constructs made it hard to express some aspects clearly and concisely. Others felt it would be simpler to express programming strategies using natural language. Two were unsure what value a structured notation offered, when it tried to use it, and some found this difficult (Table 2). Two were particularly revealing.

Externalizing strategic knowledge. Few authors found it hard to translate their thoughts into words. Some expressed challenges recalling past strategies they had used:

“I just need to remember all the situations I was in and how I resolved the issues.” (A2)

Some felt that describing strategies verbally for a specific audience would be much easier than writing them down:

“It is hard because, for many developers, we do not spend time to write; instead, we are focusing more on coding. If we are in a meeting and explain the way we do things will much easier than write them out in a document.” (A10)

Authors felt that strategy authoring, similar to programming skills, requires time and effort to learn. These results are consistent with authors’ responses in Table 1.

4.1.3 Perspective taking. Some authors found it hard to select an expected level of knowledge for the strategy user while ignoring their own knowledge level:

“It’s difficult to know if somebody else would understand the instructions.” (A9)

A few authors felt that they needed to guess what questions users might ask first in approaching the problem and address this in their strategy. The ordinal agreement results show that about half of the authors found it challenging to write strategy in an understandable way for the novice developers.
### Difficulty Description

#### Finding the right scope
- **Generalization**: Concerns about strategies being too general to be helpful or too specific to be relevant to many cases.
- **Abstraction**: Challenges imagining the range of scenarios to cover in a strategy.
- **Completeness**: Being consistent, structured, and planned and not forgetting steps that are habitual and tacit.
- **Scalability**: Scaling to large and more complex problems, which may make strategies hard to understand and use.
- **Testing**: Ensuring the strategy works well in all cases.
- **New Information**: Responding to new information during the task.

#### Effort required
- **Time**: More time consuming than verbal communication.
- **Concentration**: Cognitively demanding, which requires freedom from distraction and can be frustrating and exhausting.

#### Perspective taking
- **Knowledge Level**: Selecting the target knowledge level of the strategy user.
- **Perspective** adopting the perspective of the strategy user, with the necessary level of detail required.

#### Approach writing a strategy
- **Level of Detail**: Finding and expressing the right level of detail to effectively explain the strategy.
- **Process**: Determining how to effectively frame solving the problem.
- **Demonstration**: Illustrating the strategy without demonstrating it on a real task or support for communicating necessary concepts.
- **Tool Use**: Communicating terminology and concepts necessary to use referenced tools.
- **Externalization**: Recalling strategies used in the past, externalizing and translating thoughts into words.
- **Organization**: Learning how to correctly structure the strategy with insufficient strategy examples.
- **Usability**: Ensuring that the authored strategy works well with real programs.
- **Choice & Repetition**: Explaining choices between alternative approaches and generalizing similar steps to reduce repetition.

#### Strategy description notation
- **Expressiveness**: Expressing strategy in a way that is clear and concise with inadequate language constructs to do so.
- **Formal Notation**: Expressing ideas that are simple to say in natural language more formally in strategy description language.
- **Novel language**: Learning and using the novel strategy description language.
- **Authoring Tools**: Using language with missing support in strategy editor for syntax highlighting, code formatting, line breaks, toolkit.

### Table 2: Reported challenges explicitly articulating strategic programming knowledge, sorted from most to least frequently reported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Difficulty</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finding the right scope</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalization</td>
<td>Concerns about strategies being too general to be helpful or too specific to be relevant to many cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstraction</td>
<td>Challenges imagining the range of scenarios to cover in a strategy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness</td>
<td>Being consistent, structured, and planned and not forgetting steps that are habitual and tacit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalability</td>
<td>Scaling to large and more complex problems, which may make strategies hard to understand and use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>Ensuring the strategy works well in all cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Information</td>
<td>Responding to new information during the task.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effort required</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>More time consuming than verbal communication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentration</td>
<td>Cognitively demanding, which requires freedom from distraction and can be frustrating and exhausting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective taking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Level</td>
<td>Selecting the target knowledge level of the strategy user.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective</td>
<td>Adopting the perspective of the strategy user, with the necessary level of detail required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach writing a strategy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Detail</td>
<td>Finding and expressing the right level of detail to effectively explain the strategy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Determining how to effectively frame solving the problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstration</td>
<td>Illustrating the strategy without demonstrating it on a real task or support for communicating necessary concepts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool Use</td>
<td>Communicating terminology and concepts necessary to use referenced tools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Externalization</td>
<td>Recalling strategies used in the past, externalizing and translating thoughts into words.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Learning how to correctly structure the strategy with insufficient strategy examples.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>Ensuring that the authored strategy works well with real programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice &amp; Repetition</td>
<td>Explaining choices between alternative approaches and generalizing similar steps to reduce repetition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy description notation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressiveness</td>
<td>Expressing strategy in a way that is clear and concise with inadequate language constructs to do so.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal Notation</td>
<td>Expressing ideas that are simple to say in natural language more formally in strategy description language.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novel language</td>
<td>Learning and using the novel strategy description language.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authoring Tools</td>
<td>Using language with missing support in strategy editor for syntax highlighting, code formatting, line breaks, toolkit.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some authors included unsolicited positive feedback about their experiences writing programming strategies:

- “It helps to communicate problems more clearly. Shows experience, makes us think out of [the] box.” (A4)
- “It helped me think [about] what I should do for my work project.” (A10)
- “Roboto gives it a standardized and structured format which could be easier for any developer to follow.” (A1)
- “Roboto language can make it more opinionated to write strategies. It is some kind of standardizing for writing strategies.” (A8)
4.2 RQ2: Challenges Using Strategies

To characterize the challenges developers face in using programming strategies written by other developers, we analyzed the 150 comments we received from strategy users. Through an analysis of user feedback, we identified 11 challenges in using explicit strategies, organized into two broad categories: challenges related to the strategy and challenges related to the user’s knowledge.

4.2.1 Strategy-related usage difficulties. Users reported eight challenges related to understanding and using strategies (Table 3). Some found it hard to understand what the strategy asked them to do and the relationship of this to their overall task. Most users needed more precise descriptions of how to perform specific steps in the strategy. Some reported that they needed to read the strategy multiple times to understand what it asked them to do. Others found it challenging to understand if the strategy would work for the programming task at hand, as the strategy seemed to miss relevant edge cases. For example, Figure 6 displays challenges U3 expressed in their feedback (violet font) in understanding unfamiliar terminology (list-boxes, alpha, special characters), several challenges with imprecise steps lacking detail on how to perform the step, and ambiguity about why a step is required or where they need to perform the action.

Several of the challenges users experienced were directly related to those reported by the strategy authors:

- **Ambiguity**. Most users expressed confusion understanding the rationale behind performing actions in the strategy. They reported being confused about what each step tried to accomplish and why it was necessary. This reflects differences between authors in the amount of rationale and detail they chose to include. Other users were confused about the terminology that the authors used in the strategy. In other cases, there were errors in the strategy. In one case, a user was confused by a strategy which invoked a sub-strategy that was never defined.

- **Imprecise Steps**. Almost most of the users reported needing more detail to understand how to perform a strategy step, such as what code to refer to or how to take an action. This mirrors differences in the level of detail authors chose to include and the difficulties authors reported in choosing an appropriate level of detail (Section 4.1.4).

- **Tool Use**. Some users found it hard to use a required tool to perform the described action. They reported problems finding the features the strategy instructed them to use in the tools. This mirrors difficulties authors experienced describing the tool use actions that they wished users to take (Section 4.1.4).

4.2.2 Knowledge-related usage difficulties. Several challenges reflected a mismatch between the level of knowledge assumed by the strategy and possessed by the user (Table 3). Some users felt that they had more knowledge and experience than the author and suggested strategies or steps they felt better accomplished the task. Others lacked sufficient knowledge and felt that the strategy lacked detail. This mirrors differences in the level of detail authors included as well as the challenges authors reported in finding the right level (Section 4.1.4) and adopting the user’s perspective (Section 4.1.3).

4.3 RQ3: Challenges Improving Strategies

After returning users’ feedback to the strategy authors, authors were asked to reflect on how feasible the issues would be to fix and what they believed had caused each of the challenges. An analysis of the reflections yielded seven challenges in revising strategies. Beyond the challenges reported, authors also reported that some of the feedback was constructive, comprehensive, and helpful. Authors sometimes agreed with the limitations users reported, such as suggestions on how to make their strategy more comprehensive.

Authors sometimes felt that the goal and scope of the strategy they were asked to write were not well-defined, leading to a mismatch between what they wrote the strategy to do and what the user expected. They suggested that offering an example or an image of the step could offer clarification by helping users find a mentioned section in the strategy. For example, Figure 7 lists A3’s strategy for profiling in Chrome, for which U2 gave feedback:

“I used chrome but still I was not able to find the NET section to find the CSS component. It took me a long time to find the component.”

A3 agreed, explaining that they “did not consider all the different sections the user would be looking for. There are a lot of sections in the profile, so it could be challenging and time-consuming to consider every deviation.” They believed that this would not be difficult to address in revising their strategy.

In the rest of this subsection, we discuss the seven strategy revision difficulties.

4.3.1 Incorrect use. Some authors disagreed with user feedback, viewing it as reflecting a mistake or misinterpretation in following their strategy. For example, A14 received feedback:

“The main challenge that I observed was knowing which css properties to look for, as I usually use libraries to style my work, instead of using custom css. The other challenge was that sometimes a property with a strike through could not be overwritten.” (U13)

In response, they reported:

“The first part of this comment is not valid because the [strategy] tester missed reading the comment for all css files. The second part also might have been misunderstood by [the tester].” (A14)

4.3.2 Generalizability. Some authors realized that the context for which they wrote the strategy differed from the user’s context when, for example, a tool did not support necessary steps. Some authors also understood that the goal and scope of the strategy they wrote were not well defined, leading to a mismatch between what they wrote the strategy to do and what the user expected. For example, U10, who used the error handling strategy in Figure 4, stated:

“The point of view of the strategy writer as a tester is missing. It was also too general as I said like a pseudo code for me.” (U10)

A11 responded that:

“It was hard to consider how to make my instructions specific when the scenario was so abstract. Mostly [the feedback makes sense], though I don’t know how pseudo code would help the problem of the code being too general.” (A11)
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**Difficulty Description**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy-related</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Missing Steps</td>
<td>Missing instructions or steps to solve the problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguity</td>
<td>Difficulty understanding why a step is necessary to reach the goal (missing the rationale behind a step)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imprecision</td>
<td>Need for more detail in describing specific steps or what is required to use the strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generality</td>
<td>Inapplicability to specific contexts, situations, or edge cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfamiliar Terminology</td>
<td>Unfamiliar words without definition or description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool Use</td>
<td>Difficulty determining how to use a tool to perform a described action, including located referenced features in the tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Difficulty reading and using strategy for the lack of environment features and strategy syntax highlighting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rereading</td>
<td>Need to read strategy multiple times to understand it</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge-related</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inefficient</td>
<td>More effective ways to accomplish the strategy goal than that described</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfamiliar concepts</td>
<td>Lack of familiarity with concepts used by the strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inapplicable approach</td>
<td>Using a strategy that does not address the problem</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Reported challenges using programming strategies, from most to least frequently reported.

**STRATEGY UserInput()**

```plaintext
# Goal is to limit free-hand input and use strong typing
Use list-boxes as much as possible 🔄 What’s a list-box?

IF list-boxes cannot be used, validate textboxes
Validate datatypes for all entries
IF numeric reject alpha 🔄 It seems like it would be ok here to specify “alphabetic characters”. Alpha can also mean a specific symbol if I’m being nitpicky.
IF date, validate dates and reject invalid dates
IF character, check for injection (SQL and script) AND ✅ How? Probably by parametrizing queries/stored procedures?
Check for special characters 🔄 Like What?
FOR EACH ‘textbox’ On Page
Validate
IF Error Found, RETURN Error 🔄 To user? Where?
ELSE, Submit Page
```

**STRATEGY Database()**

```plaintext
# Handle null values, data truncation, invalid datatypes
In Queries check values before performing Substring functions ✅ Check what about the value? Too vague to be helpful.
Use stored procedures to limit SQL injection ✅ Don’t just limit SQLi. Prevent it entirely using prepared statements or parameterized queries, which actually can prevent it. Stored procedures do not prevent SQLi by default

Use IsNull (or NVL) for nulls. 🔄 Why? In what situation? Does this mean put a string "IsNull" in values that will be null in the database instead of leaving them empty?
Check for blank values using len(trim(<columnName>)) = 0
DO NOT USE "where 1 = 1" in queries as this allows for SQL injection ✅ Factually incorrect, see below.
Use Try-Catch and log all errors 🔄 Where? To console? To an internal error log? To somewhere only
```

**Figure 6: An Error Handling strategy written by A7 and used by U3 and U4. The feedback from U3 is displayed in violet.**

It was hard for authors to describe what to do in every possible situation when there were many possible situations. Some authors also felt that they could not provide additional detail without reducing the generality of their strategy. Author A5 stated:

“I felt that the original assignment asked me to be generic as possible. I could not be more specific without knowing the language (or at least a family of languages) used, and especially without knowing the architecture. This is a problem that also happens in the real world. Gaining context about the exact problem being solved is key when mentoring a less experienced programmer.” (A5)

4.3.3 Mismatched level of knowledge. Authors sometimes realized that they had misjudged the user’s prior knowledge and faced difficulties writing strategies without knowing it. Assuming background knowledge made some steps easier to understand or unnecessary.
In other cases, users used a term or reference that the author did not understand. Some authors had difficulty understanding how the user was interpreting specific statements they wrote. Some proposed including a screenshot of users’ work to help them understand what they were doing and where they were getting stuck.

5 LIMITATIONS

External validity. Our study differed from a work context in several ways. In using programming strategies to problem solve, participants did not use other resources they might normally use, such as asking a teammate for help [25]. Participants may face different types of challenges in their programming tasks. Authoring strategies in a known context is easier and less challenging. Finally, in simulating the characteristics of a hypothetical platform for sharing strategies, the ways users and authors interacted in the study may differ from a real-world platform. Users might experience difficulties that they did not experience in our study when working with longer or more challenging programming tasks. Platforms might incorporate different feedback mechanisms, such as multiple rounds of interactions between authors and users or different ways of incorporating feedback. Our results are thus limited in partially reflecting characteristics of the specific platform we simulated.

Construct validity. There are no widely accepted measures of prior knowledge in programming. This may have caused variations in authoring expertise, causing participants to write strategies for tasks where they had insufficient expertise. The ordinal survey questions proposed possible difficulties, which may potentially bias the authors to focus on the proposed challenges and forget to report other categories of challenges. Some of the challenges were reported only by one participant and may not be broadly applicable.

Authors were asked to use Roboto to help better structure their strategies, and as the results showed, it helped authors meet this goal. Using Roboto may be particularly beneficial for complex strategies with multiple edge cases and scenarios. However, the authors did experience challenges using the notation, which might be addressed through better tool support, tutorial materials, or language improvements. The Roboto syntax did not contain all constructs participants wished to use (e.g., else statement). Some statements did experience challenges using the notation, which might be addressed through better tool support, tutorial materials, or language improvements. The Roboto syntax did not contain all constructs participants wished to use (e.g., else statement). Some statements

Internal validity. We did not directly observe users as they examined how closely or carefully they followed the strategies. Strategy users might have abandoned a strategy, using alternate

Figure 7: A Chrome Profiler strategy written by A3 and used by U1 and U2
to explain. For example, the strategy in Figure 6 leaves most statements as fairly vague, leading the user to offer feedback on several statements (violet font). The author reflected:

"It tells me that the reader is not a web developer and not familiar with web control objects like list-boxes (drop-down list boxes) and the term alpha for alphabetical." (A7)

Other authors stated that users should gain background knowledge through their investigation rather than through the strategy.

4.3.4 Unneeded or unrealizable situations. Some authors reported that some users’ comments asked for a strategy to address situations or contexts that cannot occur and were not necessary. For example, U3 who used the strategy in Figure 6 believed there are some steps missing in the strategy, "More detail on what to do, ex. "check" what? Security depth of knowledge is also missing, especially around SQL injection." Author A7, however, reported that it is not necessary: "What to do next is up to the developer as each situation is different."

4.3.5 Hard-to-address feedback. Some authors viewed some of the users’ feedback to be hard to address. Some reported that some aspects of the strategy were hard to explain or would take too much time. Other requests were impossible for authors to immediately satisfy in the strategy editor, such as requests for syntax highlighting or adding links to images. For instance, Strategy user U5 said:

"I believe color-coding would be extremely crucial as it would be visibly easier to see for the user in terms of what is code, preconditions, statements, and actions." (U7)

4.3.6 Resistance to increasing detail. Users sometimes requested further detail about specific steps. Authors sometimes felt that adding this detail would make their strategy too long and thus harder for users to follow, signaling a tension between detail and assumed level of expertise.

"It is hard to write a set of instructions so thoroughly to address all types of scenarios in simple words so everyone can understand, especially in the first try." (A6)

4.3.7 Ambiguous feedback. Authors sometimes felt comments left ambiguous exactly what the user requested. Authors often viewed broad requests for additional detail to be excessively vague. For example, one author wanted a more concrete example of the types of detailed information requested or the exact line number in the strategy where the user had gotten stuck.
strategies, potentially limiting the validity of their feedback. Additionally, authors may have forgotten or misremembered some of the challenges they faced after writing the strategy. Similarly, when a user got stuck in a step in the strategy, they might have discontinued using it, limiting the difficulties they reported. In our design, the authors wrote a strategy for a specific type of task, which users then performed. We did not examine difficulties in identifying or choosing relevant strategies for a specific task. Some participants were unfamiliar with the concept of a strategy, and we, therefore, provided training materials. While more experienced developers might not need this training, inexperienced developers might have benefited from further training, which might have reduced the difficulties they experienced.

6 DISCUSSION

This paper examined the challenges of sharing strategic programming knowledge. We found that it is possible for experienced developers to share their programming strategies explicitly, consistent with the prior work that suggests that programming is a self-regulated and highly conscious activity [28, 39]. We found that strategic knowledge is, to some extent, tacit, as the authors often found strategies difficult to express with sufficient detail. It is also challenging to be used generality by users with varying expertise and needs. However, we found that, with sufficient effort, authors can succeed. Many factors may impact this difficulty, including authors’ pedagogical skill in teaching, the complexity of the task, the frequency or recentness in which authors have used the strategy. More work is necessary to better understand these factors and their ultimate impact, particularly across authors with varying levels of expertise.

The authors’ strategies varied greatly in detail, from high-level descriptions of processes captured in a few lines to elaborate procedures containing multiple sub-strategies focused on separate sub-goals. Authors experienced challenges generalizing their strategies to cover variation in strategy users’ expertise, mirroring challenges by users, including strategy ambiguity, imprecision, scope, and clarity. Many reported needing to re-read strategies multiple times to comprehend them. Authors were often surprised by strategy users’ feedback, not anticipating gaps in knowledge, misinterpretations, and desire for additional detail. Strategy authors found the feedback they received from users helpful in improving their strategy, particularly in helping highlight expert blind spots. These results illustrate the potential for sharing strategic programming knowledge to harness the knowledge of experienced developers.

Alternative mechanisms for eliciting strategies might help to address some of the challenges that authors experience. For example, authors might instead be asked to write several concrete strategies for specific tasks and, only after doing so, be asked to generalize them into a single, more general strategy. Alternatively, strategy writing might be crowdsourced, where similar strategies might first be written by different authors and then combined and generalized. Exploring more effective prompts and worklows for eliciting strategies is essential for future work.

One interpretation of these findings is that strategy authoring is less like sharing code and more like instructional design in teaching [13]: it appears to require a strong awareness of users’ prior knowledge, knowledge of variation in that prior knowledge, and careful attention to scaffolding skill development. From this perspective, it becomes clearer why the authors in our study faced the difficulties they did: they did not know whom they were teaching and what knowledge they had. Perhaps more importantly, they likely had no instructional design expertise. This interpretation of the results would suggest that the ideal skill set for authoring programming strategies would be those who both know the strategies well and have the instructional design expertise to carefully craft various strategies that serve audiences with different levels of prior knowledge. In educational research, such expertise is called pedagogical content knowledge (PCK), which simply refers to the knowledge required to teach a particular knowledge [16]. This might suggest that there is PCK for successfully authoring programming strategies, much like there is PCK for teaching math, science, writing, and other subjects. Future work might consider studying developers who have experience supervising teams, where they might have been likely to develop programming strategies PCK while mentoring and guiding more junior developers.

Another interpretation of our findings is that, while programming strategies may not be tacit, developers do not represent them in a formal, rigid, or structured fashion that is easy to translate into explicit forms. Authors in our study expressed difficulty in concentration and writing, suggesting that while developers are aware of strategic knowledge to the degree that makes it shareable, there is an effort to find words, ideas, concepts, and structures that faithfully capture strategic knowledge in a form that others can use. In contrast to the instructional design interpretation, this translation interpretation suggests that knowledge cannot simply be “exported” to text but must be recalled, organized, articulated, and revised. This suggests that, unlike sharing code, which may require less generalization and synthesis, sharing strategies may be a highly effortful cognitive process requiring motivation, practice, and focus.

If either or both of these interpretations are true, there are several implications for designing mechanisms and platforms for sharing programming strategies. Future work might explore tools that help authors brainstorm, structure, evaluate strategies, and better leverage multiple forms of media to clarify strategic procedures. Future work could continue refining notations like Roboto [24], which allow for some degree of informality and flexibility in specifying strategies. Future platforms for sharing strategies may need sophisticated support for soliciting user feedback, offering strategies with multiple levels of detail, and helping address gaps in users’ prior knowledge for a strategy, perhaps by linking to other strategies or other resources. Authors may also vary in their pedagogical styles, suggesting the need for a diversity of strategies for the same programming problems, allowing users to find strategy authors whose voice and teaching resonate. Moreover, all of this diversity suggests the need for novel forms of strategy search, helping connect users with strategies that match the programming problem they are facing and their prior knowledge.

If future work can address these challenges, there is substantial potential for developers to share their strategic programming knowledge, enabling hard-won knowledge and expertise created through years of experience to be broadly shared for others’ benefit.
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